
GET READY TO RUMBLE! 

  

You’ve taken the first step toward driving huge volumes of seller leads and becoming the 

best. By partnering with SalesTeamLive, you’ve just tapped into the industry’s most 

powerful sales and marketing machine for real estate investors. 

  

You don’t just run with the pack. You lead it. You’re going to make your business stand 

out from the competition. Then you’ll eliminate them.  Your business shouldn’t be about 

struggling with getting motivated seller calls.  It’s about closing profitable deals and 

generating cash flow.  It’s about beating your competition at every deal.  Here’s how we 

make it happen: 

 

- Provide an immediate professional presence, with pre-built customized 

marketing materials designed to brand your business – postcards, letters, self-

mailers, leave-behinds, and brochures that will not only help you get noticed, 

but get calls. 

- Automated repetitive mail fulfillment, including technology to identify vacant 

and abandoned properties before your competition. 

- Maintain a centralized prospect and lead database, which eliminates 

spreadsheets and sticky notes, targeting your properties and automating 

marketing/sales activities.  

- Offer a contact management system, so you can identify all cold calling and 

door knocking activities based on key property attributes, events, and dates. 

- Give you access to our powerful Lead Evaluator, an online real estate analysis 

tool that allows you to comput profit and loss estimates in real time. 

- Help manage all your leads through our integrated seller/buyer websites and 

phone systems. 
- Let you tap into an invaluable knowledge-sharing community, where you’ll find 

customers and industry service providers via user weekly and monthly group 

meetings, seminars, and key alliances. 

  

If you’re a serious investor looking to lead the pack, we’ll make it happen. Learn how 

SalesTeamLive can launch your business and boost profits overnight by calling (800) 

547-2703, or visit us online at www.salesteamlive.com.  

http://www.salesteamlive.com/

